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Disclaimer

The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Scirocco Energy plc (the “Company”). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material
updating, revision and further amendment. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those
expressed or implied by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning,
among other things, the Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature,
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-
looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking
statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.

This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In
particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall
form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever.
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Scirocco – a company in transition within the energy industry

Investments in diverse portfolio of 
natural resource assets

Typically, early stage with high 
potential reward but high risk

Uncertain timelines and associated 
funding requirement

Significant rationalisation
of legacy portfolio

Remaining legacy assets “unlocked” 
with clear operational programmes and 
defined budgets

Where we 
are going1

A diverse portfolio of cash generative 
assets within the sustainable energy 
and circular economy sector

Deliver return through dividend and 
capital growth

3 to 5 
year 

vision 

New investments in 
target classes using 
both equity and 
asset backed 
leverage 

£150 million EV 
invested asset 
base
Cashflow 
c. £20M pa

Manage legacy 
assets for value 
exits for 
shareholders

Where we 
are

Where we 
were

1 Subject to shareholder approval for a change in investing policy being obtained at the appropriate time

Exploring exit options for significant gas assets with potential for growth in Tanzania, reinvesting into low carbon opportunities
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Ticker 
(LSE AIM)

SCIR PHE EQTEC ITM PPS

Share price 
(15/02/21)

0.98 p/share 8.46 p/share 2.0 p/share 635 p/share 93 p/share

Market cap. c.£7 million £ 330 million £ 144 million £ 3.7 billion £ 717 million

12-month 
performance 

2.6% 545% 1103% 361% 158%

Investment focus Sustainable 
energy and 

circular 
economy sector

Waste to 
energy

Gasification Energy storage 
/ clean fuel

Fuel cells

Market comparables (16 Feb-2021)

Companies offering a platform which match this 
investor appetite will be rewarded

Strong demand for low carbon investment opportunities
Companies with exposure in the renewable and clean energy space can access capital on more favourable terms

12-month relative share 
price performance 

(%) vs Brent oil ($ / bbl)
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Strategy & execution



Three investment pillars – energy, circular & vector
Scirocco will acquire cash generative assets within each of the three target areas to construct a portfolio capable of supporting 
attractive dividend yield and further growth through re-investment 

Recycle 
cashflow

Assets where the 
primary function 
is the generation
of energy from 
renewable or 
sustainable sources

ENERGY

Assets involved in the 
recovery of valuable 
coproducts from 
waste streams 

CIRCULAR

Assets involved in the 
storage, transmission 
and delivery of 
energy within low 
carbon systems

VECTOR

TARGET ASSET CLASSES
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Investing in the energy transition 

1 European target

use of energy 

40%
Target decline in 
greenhouse gas 
emissions below 

1990 levels 

$8-16tn
Investment opportunity 

in clean energy 
by 2030

c.65%
Carbon-free power 

generation target by 
20301
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500%
Increase in the amount
of renewable capacity
connected to the grid

from 2009 to 2020
in the UK

x2
Climate-related 

shareholder 
resolutions since 

2011

$1-2 tnpa
Clean tech 

driving green 
infrastructure 
investments

The transition is creating a huge range of investment opportunities 
as the installed base of energy complex changes 

In 2019/20 the UK Government and the European Union has passed a series of laws to support net-
zero emissions by 2050 into law as per the Paris Agreement

ENERGY CIRCULAR VECTOR

FOUNDATIONS OF CHANGE

• Resource scarcity and 
water insecurity

• Improving resource use 
efficiency

• Move away from make-
use-dispose culture

• Low-carbon electricity 
(which must 
quadruple its supply 
by 2050)

• Increasing desire to 
utilise energy content 
of waste streams

• Move from centralised 
energy grid to distributed 
generation

• Increased intermittency 
in supply base requires 
improved grid resiliency

• Carbon capture and 
storage

• Hydrogen as an energy 
carrier



ENERGY CIRCULAR VECTOR

Example asset types

• Hydrogen storage & delivery systems

• Grid balancing equipment

• Battery storage systems

• Peaking plants

Example asset types

• Wastewater processing

• Agricultural waste remediation

• Recycling processes to capture high value 
components of waste streams

Example asset types

• Biogas

• Energy from waste

• Geothermal

• Anaerobic digestion 

Criteria 

Positives

Investment pillars 

• Opportunities available at a number of investment scales allowing a “step by step” approach

• Leverage. Contracted nature of revenue stream and sustainable cashflows support debt capital on reasonable terms

• Reduced risk. Fundamental change to risk profile of investment portfolio with cash flow supportive of future dividend

• Proven technical and commercial models within niche or developing markets

• Avoiding mature, established infra like markets where competition erodes long term returns

• Targeting joint ventures in the roll-out of a new but proven technology

Buy or invest in asset  
infrastructure within the 

relevant space

Look at ways to improve 
performance and/or 

augment asset capability 
by further investment

Maintain performance 
and harvest cash flow 

Target return on equity of 
c. 10% after leverage

Delivered to investors 
through capital growth 
and growing dividend 

yield2

Market data point Market data point Market data point 

16GW of battery storage capacity is 
operating, under construction or 
being planned in the UK across 729 
projects

Total annual investments in renewable 
energy technologies need to increase 
from around USD 300 billion worldwide 
in recent years to almost USD 800 
billion by 20501

Global Water and Wastewater Market, 2018

Industrial 
US$139bn

Municipal 
US$556bn

1 Estimated by IRENA for the world to fulfil the climate goals set out in the Paris Agreement
2 The Board expects that the anticipated cash flow from the new investment portfolio will 
enable the Company to declare dividends in the future



Declining cost of 
renewables

• Technological advances and increased investment have 
dramatically reduced the cost of renewables

• In some locations and markets, solar and wind can now 
beat conventional generation on cost without subsidies, 
making the purely business case for renewables more 
attractive

• Downward trajectory for costs is expected to continue over 
the next decade

Gov’t regulations
Capital markets are driving the 
transformation ESG disclosure

Investment pressure

• Environmental factors partly determine the risk-return 
relationship in investment, only increasing since the Paris 
Agreement of 2016

• After the last oil price crisis in 2014 – 2015 investors have 
drastically reduced their appetite for large scale 
exploration budgets

• Investment in some renewables has become attractive 
purely on financial terms

Societal pressure

• Growing social movement calling for faster and more 
decisive action to combat climate change

• By taking an active part in the energy transition Scirocco 
will protect and expand our appeal as a Company which in 
turn, benefits shareholders

• In response to public demands, governments have 
implemented new policies and regulations to reduce 
emissions

• A few years ago renewables were an expensive and 
subsidised source of electricity, while today governments 
and companies are refocussing on renewables, battery 
storage, and electric vehicles

• Carbon taxation worldwide is likely to increase

• Investors have emerged with a leading role in driving the 
climate change debate, pushing corporate managements 
towards incorporating climate change into their business 
plans and strategies

• Governments are increasingly demanding companies  to 
identify, quantify and disclose the financial impact  of 
climate-related risk in their organisations

• This in turn provides the raw material to fuel investor, 
customer and governmental pressure for the move 
towards alternative energy

Market drivers support Scirocco thesis
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Building a cash generative, sustainable energy acquisition 
vehicle

Investment model

• Identify high quality cash generative 
assets which offer life extension or 
follow-on investment leading to higher 
life of asset revenue

• Initial priority to acquisition of operational 
facilities to minimise project risk

• Build balanced portfolio between Energy, 
Circular and Vector

• Build balanced portfolio of operational assets and 
developments over time, balancing the different risk profiles 

• Optimise leverage utilising prudent levels of debt at each stage 
of portfolio development and recycling portfolio cashflow

• At scale, vehicle will benefit from improving valuation metrics 
due to economies of scale, more efficient balance sheet and 
availability of cash to reinvest

The pathway to value

Cost

Equity

Debt

NFI Free Cash

Upside
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• Invest with partners who have knowledge, experience and insight

• Targeting JVs in the roll out of new but proven technology

• In assets with operational cash flow or in development with clear 
line of sight to cash flow

• Where there is potential to improve operational performance/efficiency

• Where there is distressed debt and with the application of debt restructuring or 
refinancing

• Where we can identify opportunities to add value (both within an asset class and 
cross asset class)

Opportunity portfolio across the focus areas

Investment criteria 

Acquisition pipeline 

Opportunity Asset class Source Estimated cost -£k Target EBITA - £k

Project #1 Energy Debt / equity 3,000 600

Project #2 Energy Debt / equity 3,000 450

Project #3 Energy Debt / equity 3,000 450

Project #4 Energy Debt / equity 1,000 300

Project #5 Energy Debt / equity 10,000 1,900

Project #6 Circular Equity 3 – 5,000 600 – 1,000 

Project #7 Circular Equity 3 – 5,000 600 – 1,000

Project #8 Vector Equity 3 – 5,000 600 – 1,000

20MW generation capacity by 
end 2022  

Energy

Partnership opportunities in 
wastewater, agricultural and food 

processing waste recycling

Circular

Partnership opportunities in the   
energy storage, grid reinforcement    

and hydrogen segments

Vector
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Legacy Assets



•Aminex operated
• 8.39% partner
• Existing infrastructure
•Near-field upside
• Receivables  outstandingHelium One*

• Significant shareholder (c. 

4..0%)

• Listed in December 2020
•Globally sig. resource being 

tested in 1H 2021

Ruvuma**

•ARA operated † 
• 25% partner
• 2021 seismic & drilling
• 190bcf net 2C resource

* Renewal applications have been granted for the prospecting licences
** The existing licence has been extended and a 25-year development licence for the Ntorva location will be submitted in due course
† Aminex has announced the completion of its farmout of to ARA Petroleum Tanzania who now assume operatorship and 50% WI

Scirocco Asset Base and Target Growth Area

European energy market 
our business 

development focus –
cash generative projects 
within the sustainable 

energy and circular 
economy sector

Existing assets represent 
significant value which 

will be managed to 
maximise shareholders 

returns

Kiliwani
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Green Deal goals imply 
that by 2030 carbon-

free power generation 
could reach c.65% of 
the EU mix vs. c.40% 

today

Specific policies 
and investment 
requirements to 
reach “net zero 

carbon emissions” 
by 2050

The circular economy 
could generate over 
$1 trillion of annual 

material savings 
globally by 2025

Focus – the European energy market



Ruvuma (Tanzania)
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• Three wells drilled to date that 
all show hydrocarbons, with 
two (NT-1 and -2) flowing at 
commercial rates

• Onshore extension of the world scale 
offshore gas province in Tanzania and 
Mozambique

• Transaction between Aminex and ARA 
Petroleum validates commerciality of 
project and brings in well capitalised and 
experienced operator

• New operator defining plans for 2021 to 
progress the seismic and drilling projects

• $20 million readthrough valuation of 
Scirocco’s 25% 

Helium 
One

Ruvuma

Kiliwani



Scirocco has 25% interest in a high-quality development project 
Project validated by ARA Petroleum acquisition of 50% of the project 
Scirocco’s near-term focus is on monetising its interest in the project.

First well 
Likonde-1 drilled: 
excellent shows 
for residual oil 
and gas

Second well Ntorya-1 made a gas and condensate 
discovery of commercial interest:
• Gas Flow 20.1 mmscfd through a 1-inch 

choke; and
• Liquids Production 139 bopd of condensate at 

a gas rate of 20 mmscfd

Appraisal well program: 
NT-2 was drilled and successfully tested. 
Resources increased to 1.34 tcf gas in place 
with further significant upside in the license

CPR by Senergy:
Potential 4.7 tcf of gas within the Ruvuma 
project (153 bcf of gas in place for Ntorya 1; 
some 70bcf 2C.) Upgrade of 4 “drillable 
targets” accounted for 3 tcf of gas in place

• Updated CPR, resources 
increased to 1.87 tcf gas in place

• Early production scheme 
engineering

• Aminex farm-out completed

Expected news flow:
• Large 3D survey of discovered 

field
• Chikumbi-1 well
• 25-year development licence 
• Scirocco actively pursuing 

monetisation event

Further 
2D seismic acquired

1. Aminex announced the farm-out of a 50% interest on 11 July 2018, completed on 23 October 2020 

20142011/122010

75%
Scirocco

25%

2018 - 2020201720162015
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Aminex
(25%)

ARA
(50%)

Ruvuma – the path to value



2021 / 2022 capital work programme

Activity 3D Map / well diagram Details Timeline – 2021 Net cost to Scirocco

3D seismic survey 
acquisition 

• Seismic database: 2D lines of varying vintages
• Historical seismic lines are of varying quality 
• Maximum illumination of original 

interpretation and upside cases 
• Full-fold area ~400 sq. km., surface footprint 

~450 km2 
• Combined vibroseis and explosive sources 
• Receiver lines oriented in the direction of 

structural dip

• Procurement – commence immediately 
• Acquisition – Q2 – Q3
• Commence processing – Q3

US$ 3.25 million 

Acquisition & processing 

Drilling  Chikumbi-
1 well 

Key objectives
• Delineate Ntorya gas field 
• Prove (and test) the Late Jurassic 

Target resource
• Albian (Ntorya) – 763 bcf
• Jurassic – 936 bcf

Recent planning progress 
• Well and Mud Designed to incorporate 

learnings from previous wells
• Data acquisition optimized to align to key 

objectives and reduce cost
• Completion simplified for optimized testing
• Well test designed to capture key data for 

development

• CH-1 Long Leads - tenders completed. Awarded Q1
• CH-1 Rig - to tendered Q1 2021
• Civils, roads and wellpad – commence Q2 2021
• CH-1 Services - to be tendered Q2 2021
• CH-1 rig – to be mobilized Q3 2021 

US$ 1.71 million 

Planning, securing of LLIs
and mobilsation of key 

services and rig to location

Work programme adds value through defining resources & optimisation of field development plan 
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Project validation

• High-quality development project that recently 
received commercial validation through ARA 
Petroleum assuming operatorship and 50% of the 
project

• Resources increased to 1.87 tcf gas in place

• 140 mmscfd expected plateau rate

• $20 m readthrough valuation of Scirocco’s 25%

Investment highlights 25%
interest

Expected news flow:

• Seismic programme over 
the Ntorya discovery 

• Chikumbi-1 well

• 25-year development 
licence

• Technical work to support 
FID on development

• Scirocco actively pursuing 
monetisation event
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Aminex

APT

(operator)

Stats
Post farm 
out WI

140mmscfd

expected full field 
development 

production plateau

$20m
readthrough 

valuation of Solo’s 
25% (low case)

25%

Solo Oil

25%

50%

Divestment process
• Conducted a full marketing exercise commencing in 

Q1 2020

• Receipt of licence extension and ARA / AEX deal 
completion now in place 

• Multiple parties signed NDA and accessed the VDR

• Received a number of indicative proposals which the 
Company is considering 1

Divestment process

1 Whilst there is no guarantee that any divestment the transaction will 
complete, the Board is extremely encouraged with the progress of 
discussions and will update shareholders and the market in due course



• All necessary conditions for world-scale 
helium project are in place

• Technical work completed, supporting 
the 138 bcf resource estimate already 
independently assessed

• Engineering studies fully support commercial 
exploitation

• Global supply and demand dynamics are 
extremely compelling

• Completed RTO to AIM in December 2020 
securing access to funding for drilling

• Fully financed for exploration drilling H1 2021 
(inc. 3x drill holes)

Investment highlights c.4%
interest*
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Corporate Presentation  August 2019

Use of helium

• Structurally fragile supply of helium drives a price inelastic 
demand for growth

• 80% of global helium supply from 5 major fields / facilities

• Market is therefore exposed to supply disruption

• Conservative growth estimates of between 1.5 and 
3% CAGR in helium usage

• Concurrently supply is constrained with limited 
reserve replacement

• New large helium supply projects (Qatar and Russia) are 
associated with oil and gas developments with these projects 
at risk of delay

• With the US strategic reserve estimated to be fully depleted by 
2021 and serious risk that the Amur project (Russia) will miss its 
2021 start-up there is a material imbalance in the supply / 
demand dynamic driving increased elastically in pricing 

Global reserves and resources

Unique properties and applications

$280
BLMs average price at 

2018 crude Helium auction

/mcf

Property

Application

Low boiling point / 
does not solidify at 
atmospheric pressure

Liquid cooling

Small 
molecular size

Leak detection

Chemically 
inert

Carrier gas

Radiologically 
inert

Heat transfer in 
fusion reactors

Extremely 
low solubility

Deep sea 
diving gases
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Qatar Algeria Russia Tanzania Canada China South

Africa
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Corporate 



Delivering the experience, network and competence to drive the business forward

• Leadership of public market mid-
cap energy companies

• Extensive M&A experience

• Regional operating and business 
development experience

• Track-record for innovative 
financing structures

• Personally invested in the 
company and its success

• New strategy provides robust  
ESG investment case

Key management skills
Doug Rycroft
Chief Operating Officer 

Operations and A&D

14 years’ experience 

Tom Reynolds
Chief Executive Officer

AIM board and M&A

25 years’ experience 
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Alastair Ferguson 
Non-Executive Chairman

Gas commercialisation 

+35 years’ experience 

Jon Fitzpatrick
Non-Executive Director

& Special Adviser

M&A and Financing

25 years’ experience 

Don Nicolson
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

AIM board and strategy

+35 years’ experience 

Board & Management

Muir Miller
Independent 

Non-Executive Director 

Renewables, utilities and 
project delivery 

+20 years’ experience 



Environmental, societal & governance commitments
Scirocco is committed to being a responsible investor and operator within the sectors it operates. 

Our new strategy is 
underpinned by ESG values as 
we look to be a contributor to 
the low-carbon transition 
whilst delivering a sustainable 
performance for all 
stakeholders. 

The Company is presently 
forming sustainability 
committee that will develop 
an appropriate ESG Strategy in 
line with stakeholder 
expectations.

Have a positive 
indirect impact on 
the environment via 
its portfolio. We also 
ensure our partners 
work to the same 
standards. 

ENVIRONMENTAL

Act at all times in a 
socially responsible 
manner and to create 
a work environment 
that is both 
welcoming and 
supportive.

SOCIAL

Infuse good 
governance and 
stewardship in all its 
business activities, 
operating in an 
honest and ethical 
manner.

GOVERNANCE

ESG PRINCIPLES
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The opportunity for investors 
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Investment case

• Offering a rare platform within the public market to invest in niche assets and associated infrastructure within the low carbon 
space including renewable energy, circular economy and energy storage and transfer

• Augmented Board with requisite industry knowledge and market connections

• Differentiated from many others in the space due to the ability to invest across a range of assets rather than focusing on a single 

technology

• Transformed risk/reward relationship, building a cash generative portfolio of real assets which will deliver stable, index linked 

cash flows capable of supporting a growing dividend1

• Targeting a valuation based on comparable peer group EBITDA multiples which would manifest as a premium to acquired NAV 

• Exploring exit options for significant gas assets with potential for growth in Tanzania, reinvesting into low carbon opportunities

1 The Board expects that the anticipated cash flow from the new investment portfolio will enable the Company to declare dividends in the future



Scirocco Energy plc
Tom Reynolds, Chief Executive Officer
tom@sciroccoenergy.com

Scirocco Energy plc
Doug Rycroft, Chief Operating Officer 
doug@sciroccoenergy.com
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